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My 1-year old dog is full of energy and loves to play. However, with the
first 8 hours of my day spent in school, I wanted to build him something he
could play with. That’s when I decided to build the dog ball launcher. My dog
drops the ball into the plastic chute and the machines detects the ball, and
launches it back out.

As the machine is automatic, there is no need for anyone to be present!
This robot was also the perfect excuse to implement sprockets and

ratchet bearings while practicing my welding too.

The robot has a 350 RPM planetary geared motor which drives a chain.
This chain is connected to a ratcheting sprocket from a cycle. The motor turns
the sprocket which then stretches a spring but turning the launching arm. As
the spring crosses the center of support of the arms axle, the arm uses the
springs built up elastic potential energy and ratchets forward, hitting the ball!

A small metal wire is placed in a groove where the ball lands, below the
hitting arm. As the ball rolls onto it, the wire depresses and touches a bolt,
completing the circuit and turning the motor on until the ball is hit out of the
way.

- 1x 350 RPM planetary geared motor
- Assortment of wires
- 12v power supply
- 2x sprockets from a bicycle
- Bicycle chain
- Wire for connections and ball detection system (GI wire)
- Plywood for the frame and miscellaneous pieces of wood for the rest of

the machine
- 2x springs from a bicycle stand
- Laminated 18mm plywood for the hitting arm

BUILD OVERVIEW

BILL OF MATERIALS
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ROBOT OVERVIEW
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